
OverGuard by Overdrive
Keeping your Assets and Facility Safe

A Real-Time Location System that remotely tracks the status and movement of objects and people, delivering 
end-to-end visibility over your most valuable assets. OverGuard allows fast and precise tracking even in the 
most challenging conditions -  improving worker safety, minimizing downtime, and maximizing performance.

Enhance security and productivity with OverGuard.

Keep an eye on your employees 
and ensure they are safe even 
in high risk situations. 

Real-time analytics on your 
entire operation.

Pinpoint accurate asset 
location and monitor its status 
and condition at a glance.

Monitor movements of 
forklifts and lifting trucks to 
optimize usage and enhance 
worker safety.

Safeguard equipment at all 
cost and prevent potential 
theft or loss.

Improve resource availability 
and get full knowledge on 
equipment usage.

Benefits

Whether you are running a production facility or monitoring equipment, OverGuard grants you the power 
to gain full control over your assets anywhere- even in locations where GPS is not available. 



Hello, 
We Are Overdrive.

Overdrive IOT Pte Ltd

        www.overdriveiot.com

        ask@overdriveiot.com 

        +65 6950 0890

Who Are We
Overdrive is a Internet of Things 
(IoT) company that can intelligently 
connect physical assets with natural 
and artificial Intelligence across 
entire ecosystems so as to give 
clients the power to monitor, change 
and track virtually anything from 
practically anywhere. We provide a 
suite of holistic IoT products and 
solutions – all under one roof.

What We Do
Specialises in 

•   Fleet Management

•   Assets Monitoring

•   Environmental Sensing

•   Vehicles Monitoring

•   Real Time Location System 

and more.

Get ready to explore a completely new dimension of facility monitoring. 
Integrate OverGuard into your operation today. 

Movement Tracking
Track people movement in workspaces, sporting 

events and concerts or even go beyond by 
monitoring safe social distancing.

Safety Monitoring

Asset Tracking

Seamless Data Location Capabilities

Receive alerts on any man down incidents or 
if emergencies arise. 

Track assets to avoid delays and misplacements or 
even manage multiple items placed in a single 
location such as pallets and crates, both indoor 

and outdoor

Environmental Monitoring
Assess environmental conditions and trends 

in soil, air, and water

Smart Airport Monitoring Smart Healthcare Monitoring
Track baggage, galley carts, and people 

within the airport
Save time and lives! Monitor sta�, patients, and 

medical equipment within hospitals.

We o�er a variety of sensors and devices, ranging from Bluetooth Low Energy devices and Wi-Fi gateways 
to RFID technology that works seamlessly to any application. 


